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, • ... . . C:I The purpose or this paper is to exhibit some 
extremal problems that abound in the literature of bounded 
analytic functions as well as to illustrate the methods of 





_· so~ving-t-hese··px.,ol,lems. Mu_ch ____ 9f the work in this f·J:eid · . ----·--·· 
... 
' 




Ahlfors [l] ,: and their results, in turn, have been ex-
panded by z. N€hari, see [6,7,8,9,10]. 
The firs.t chapter of the thesis introduc·es ·basic 
I 
concepts such as the Green's and Neumann's functions, 
harmonic functions and harmonic measure. Above .. all, a · 
-- :-_ ...... --.:'.,"'-!'-··x·~ 
fundamental result in.the theory of extremal problems . 
concerning the existence of solutions to such problems 
is given at t.t).e conclusion of t~he chapter. 
. ~ 
In Chapter II, within the confines of an ex-
tremal problem, we illustrate how, by means of a con-
formal map, we are able to transform our original problem 
into a more workable one. In the next chapter we set out 
to prove the existence of two specific functions Ktz,b) 
and LA(z,6) which are then used to solve subsequent 
extremal problems. Careful observation shows that, by 
limiting the positive function A(z), the extremal problem 
J 
is nothing more than a generalization of Schwarz's lemma. 
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results .... in· the previous two chapters to derivatives of· 
~· b.ounded functtons. These results are generalizations of 
,, 
1
' results stated by Car~theodory [2},9 t~1here t1e make explicit 
use of the functions K~(~,6) and LA(z,6) developed in the 
previous chapter. 
. . 
In conclusion, we present two elementary· 
2. 
theorems which illustrate the behavi'or of .... l>oyp~ed functipns . -:·~. 
~. ~-"•·-····-~ _ .............. - _., ... . 
. ............ ~-- ... -~ . - . -·· . •.-. -
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·sECTiON 1. ~ Defin·itions 8.Ild Notation 
~ ......... :'!'!~ ........ . 
\ 
Befo~e embarking ·on the main topics of tllis 
" ~ 
thesis, we will first state some of the pertinent 
, 
.... ,, /, . i: . , .... -••·•·-··--( 
9'.:. 
.. I 
, defini ti.ons and theore~~J from analytic fun-ct ion theory 
. -~ " 
,.,. -·~, '• .... • '•" •' •<• ,. • ~ ,, .. ~HO'"" ,...,,, "•' ,,,,.,,., .... ,•, ',• •, < Allili&lti...-.--. ,:---:-·:•: '• • • • • • • • • • . • •. . . - . . . . . . . ... 
••••· • .,. r' ' . "''. 
Definiti.on 1.1~ A domain D is an open arc .. wise -
connected set. 
Defin~ition 1.2. A domain D is simply-connected if· its · 
complement relative to the extended plane (Riemann 
sphere) is connected. 
Def!pitioIJ. 1.3. A domain Dis of copnectivity n, 
n =: 1,2,3, ••• , if its c9mplement relative to the , 
Riemann sphere consists of n components. In other word~, 
' 
. a domain of connectivity n is obtained by punching n 
' 
" 
· holes in the Riemann sphere. 
Definition 1.4. The boundary c of a domain Dis the 
intersection of the closure of D with the closure of 
its complement relative to the Riemann sphere. 
J 
For our purposes the boundary c of a domain 
_) 
of connectivity n will always consist of n simple 
closed curves c1 , ••• ,cn. The boundary cu~ve ck is 
. . ~,} 
called smooth if it has a contihuously turning tangent. 
J)efinition. 1.5. A function u(x,y) is 'Said to be .. 
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We shai1 have ~ecourse to -the maximum principle 
- I 
for harmonic functions_:· If u(x,y) is a harmonic function r 
· ... •. . . . . .. . .. . - ..... ~ - ···-. ': - :' · .... •· .. , . . . . . . ... . . - . - . . . . - . . . . . - .... - . - . ' .. ' .. - " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ' . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . ................... " .- .- ... . ·,:. ........... " " "' . 
in a domain D, it cannot attain its absolute -ma~i~um. o~ .. 
!t, •... - .. ' .. -· .. . .... ... • ... -.-_ . -· . .. . . . .. ' . - .. - .. ' \ ' 
_________ ........ -.. -... · ·-minim~nr at an ·1nt·erior point 0£ D"tm.less u(x~y-) == Const. · 
..... - ., - - . - ............ · ..... · ...... ·_. ... - ... - ~. - .. - - ., ... ~ ... - ..................................... - ... - .................. - - - ... - - - ..... - - - - ........ - .. - ... - - - ....... - .. - - - - - .... - ... - - - - ...................... - - .. - ...... - ....... - . - ............... - - ... - ........ _ ..... ·:·.:--· ............... ... 
' f' 
.~ 
• 'I ~ , •. r . 
. --...-~r ... 
:~, 
" 





functions with continuous first· and second partial deriva~ 
tives in the closure of a domain D, th~n 
// (UAv - VAU)dA • ' (u i; - V ::)dS 
D 
where fn denotes differentiation in the direction of the · 
outward normal and S is the arc length parameter. The 
line integral in (1.1) is taken in the positive sense 
over each component of the boundary of D. We note, in 
particular, that when both u(x,y) and v(x,y) are harmonic, 
(1.2) 
Defini t.ion l. 6. The Green' -s function g( z, 6) o·f a domain . 
D with respect to a point b £Dis of the f~rm 
g(z,6) ~ - logJz - 61 + G(z,6) and has the following 
properties: 
i) g(z,6) is harmonic in D + c except at z a 6; 
11) G(z,6) is regular harmonic.in D + c, 
111) g(z,o). o for z e c, 6 £ D. 
Now let D be a bounded domain with boundaey c 
·;.. I· . - . :···.,_ 
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and let f be a given function defined and continuous on 
c. The Dirichlet problem·· is to find a .function harmonic 
in D -and continuous in D +. · c such that 
u(6) .! f{o) ,· 6 S C • 
We now state· without proof the· following im-
.• - • . . . . . ·i • 
.. 





- - . ·- - ··-. ----l.~ . ------------·-··- -
• • • ·, • • • • • • • , • • • 
• • ........ , •••• -•• : • ,· • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • ~ ... • • • • • • - • - • • • + ••• - • • - • • • • • • • • -
·· portant result, for· ·details, see Nehari [10]. - .;. --~- ... ~-:-·-:., .. :. - ......... . 
n I 
·. - .. .. .. . --.. 
--..--~-..--. .. 
-- -· ·· ...... · ... ~· .. , .. ------·····--Theo-rem-1.1-¥·· -If .. g(z .. f.c) -i-·s ·.t.he. Gre-en'·stUilCtion .. of. __ D . 
,..... --
_______ ... - ..... _. _______________ .. ~_ ... _ -·- --- ----------'::"--- ....... ------ -·-·----·-·----
. 
. 
- - .. ... 
. - .. - - .. . - - . - - .. - - - ·- . - ... - . - - . - .. .. ... - - -
.. .. .. - -. ·. - - -.. -~ .... - - -' - .. -
. \ ' 
relative to z ED, then the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem is given by 
u(z) • • (1.3)· 
/ 
At this point we make the important observation 
that t.lle Dirichlet problem is actually equivalent to a 
minimal problem in the calculus of variations. The 
s·olution of the Dirichlet problem is thus the extremal 
function for the corresponding variational problem. 
Riemann called -this variational principle the ,Dirichlet 
principle, see Courant [3]. 
We now consider the related Neumann probl.em of 
finding a harmonic function with the property that the 
values of its normal derivative are prescribed on c. 
Definition 1. 7. The Neumann function N ( z, o) of a domain 
D with boundary curve c with respect to o e; · D is of the 
.form 
.. 
N(z,6) • - loglz - 61 + N1(z,6) and has the 
~ following pr2perties: 
'· I" 





-:-r1 - . • •, ' 
; ·. :,, ;): ; ),1,:]~~ti~;.~~\:;\i&\::, :', :/. . ·.· .....•. ·. . . !. 
'--t. 
. . 
..... 1 : 
,;>· .... _.., 
! ... \ i 
•; .. ,, . 
•.,· , . 
. ,": - . 
' .. ·,, .. ,,,..v.~•,-,,h)r,,;..,.;r;t~" ... _'!,,~--':"•z • 
... , .• , -··; --.c. ·-· . -
i I • 
--
I . \ . 
_. ii) N1 (z, 6) is regul~r harmonic in D + Cf 
iii) For all z c c 9 ~~i~ 9 bl, = constant. 
ti 
To define the N~umann function uniquely, Wf will require 
• 
Using tl1.is normalization, the constant of (iii) ·above 
is seen to be 
6. 
.:. ·1 
·;·-=-=--· . __ :=-=-:. ___ -. . ._ .. _ .. _ ........ _d Jls :16 l .. _ ¥ .. ... . -··-·_,,_.,....- '"::,,, • ·1· •• ·-· • ., .•• .. .... -. ... - •• .,~ \ ' -------· ... ···- .... ,- ... ·-··--·'·····-·-·. -··-·-· - ----·-· .. · ............. -~-·--- - --· -.--~ ..... ---...,-·--· ··-··- .. ..,. .... ···-· - ................ ~ ..... ···-··--·· 
' . . . . . .· . . . . . ·- - - - - - - -... - - - - - - -.. .. . - .. .. ... - . - ..... - .... - - - ........ ·- - .. - .. - - ........ - - - - ... - .. _ .... - ... -- -·- - .... ·-.-· -. ~ ~ ·. -- .. ... .. .. ~- -. '."" .-- ... ...- . .. ·-· . - .- .. --: - . - -:- ·•. ~ .. - - ·-: -· - - .. 




.. : - ·, - -- .-... - - ·- - .. ' •.· . - - .. · ...... . 
where L • L d.S ·-· e ~ 
SECTION 2. Harmonic Measure 
,. 
Let D be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 
c. Let~ denote an open arc which forms a part o~ c and 
let B denote the remainder of c excluding the end points 
of °' . Then we define the, harmonic measure w(z,C() of oc 
with respect to D to be a harmonic function in D which 
- ' 
ij 
takes on the boundary values 1 or ·.o as z approach~s 0( 
or /) , re spec ti vely. Since we are concerned ma,inly with 
domains which are bounded by simple smooth closed curves 
01 , ••• ,cn' we-shall define harmonic measure as follows: 
Definition 1.8. Given a domain D bounded by n smooth 
-,;) 
curves ck, k: l, ••• ,n, the harmonic measure wj(z) of 
the component cj relative. tO D at the point z is the 
function which is harmonic in D and has the boun~ary 
values 1 and O on c . and c. ( i ;. j) resp~cti vely. , J .. 1 
Simple _consequences of this definition are 
the :following: 









Wj(z) = 1 
~j(z) "' 0 
for z £ D + c. 
for z E c·. 
J 
for z € <:t , 
. - - - - - - - - . 
·· · · ---· --------" --- -.- -----· ----ae ii c e · r or· · a 11 · · ·z e: c - ----·-- ---------· ~ ' 
• 
. . Wl-(z )_ .;+ .. • -~-~ ... +-. -~ .. < Z) II 1 ~ . ... .. ;' . _ ... 











. . . ·- ...... . 
Applying the 'maximum pri~~-~P.1=~- -~~ _:ti_~y~ _ ~-~~t- ~Q~P.- .tA,_. _____ ~ __ ~ 
....... - ..... - ... -- ... - ... -- .. -~ .......... -
-- --------- .... ~-- --- ......... ---
maximum and the minimum .of 
w1 (z) + ••• + wn(z) in D are equal to 1. 
' ' Hence . ·.,.;.:_.,... 
n 
E wj(z): 1 , j~l ' _ze:D+c • 
Q.E.D. 
~ Lemma 1.2. The period of the harmonic conjugate of the 
Green's function g(z,~) of a~multiply connected domain D 
~ . 
with respect to a circuit about the bo~dary component 
c. is - 21tW. ( 6), where wj(E>) is the harmonic measure of J J ~ ., 
C ·• J .:;r--
Proof: From eq. (1.3) and from the fact that the har-
.:·-=-'~.' 
monic measure is nothing more than the solution ,of a 
Dirichlet problem, we may write 
w.(E>) = _ 1 r a~z,5) dS 
J 21t -'c n (1~4) 
If Dis of .connectivity m, we'are able to express the 
m'....l independent periods p. of .the harmonic conjugate by 
J 
\ 
1 ~u P . •- ~ dS J. == 1 , •.•• , m-1 J ~ un • (1.5) 
of the inner boundaries of D. 
' " 
. . . 








.• ' t -
For the outer boundary, namely the mth boundary, 
Pm •. L C 21! dS ~n (1.6) 
m~ 
• 
Hence we have that 
~ og(z o) . 
-J; - ., dS •· - 211: w ( 6) ~ an j • 
.. Q.E.D • 
Al though ., .. the harmonic measure functions have many~re 
.. . . . . . .... 
properties, the abo\feiiiii!lle'at·ioned facts will su:tt~ce ... ror 
a ............- .- •'h- tp--.-.c",-, --,, • _..,.. ..... .,,_.. 1,f'-J"f", ..... ~,•.Ill, I 'W\•••<11-.1-.•1" e ,._ .. • '-4 ...... f'"" 4'1111,,,'I(- - ·..-,,,_~, ....... ff•'"""' • "' ... - ........ . ~ -·- our purposes. ------- ------ -- -----·-- . 
SECTION 3. Extremal Problems 
' With the facts introduced above, we are now in 
' 
a position to discuss briefly the theory ofhextremal 
problems. Such a problem requires the finding of the 
precise upper or lower bound of a functional relative to 
a given class of functions. 
The existence of such a solution is asserted 
" 
-by the following basic result: 
-Theorem 1.2. Let M(f) be a continuous functional de-
-
.fined in a normal and compact family F = {f(z)} , then 
the problem fM(f)I =max.has a solution within F. 
Proof: We wish to~ show that there exists at least one 
-
f(z)g F such that for all f(z)g F the inequality 0 . 
"' fM(f )I ~ IM(f )I is satisfied. 
0 ./ 
The numbers IM(f)I have a least upper bound, say A • 
By. definition of least upper bound, there exists a 
sequence of functions fn(z)e: F .such that lilillM(fn)I a A.. 







~11•1•., ~ .,,,.-,,,\, 
·.i. . 
' ' 
Since Fis normal, we can choose.a subsequence 
.tnk(z) of fn(z) which converges to a f~cti:Ii .t0 (z). 
F i's compact f 0 (z) £ F. 
Since M(f} is continuous we have that 
tn (z) .... f 0 (z).implies that M(fn) ~ M(f0 ). 
·k 
' k 
' "· . I I~-H enc ewe have that 1 
f 
Since 
- .,. - - ... - . .. .. - .. -
- - . .. .. . - . .. . . .. .. - ..... 
"··· 
\ 
Hence there exists a function fJz)eF such that f M(.t)I • A. 
~ All we need to show is that A is finite and this follows 
easily f~om the fact that M( f) takes on only finite values/ 
by definition of a functional. Hence the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
In Chapter II we shall investigate the method 
of ··s.olving a particular type of extremal problem under 
·' 
certain- boundedness conditions. Chapter II,I will be con-
cerned with the closely associ.ated class of domain I , 
functions and Chapter IV will include an extension of the 
methods of Chapters II and III to the first derivatives 
of bounded functions as well as.to derivatives of the kth 
order. We shall t1r:_:1 conclude the paper ~1ith a brief 
.. 
. .-
,.,..... . ... 




? discussion of the effect that certain domain properties 









Chapter II. ·~·· 
..•. A GENERALIZATION OF· SCHWARZ'S LEMMA 
,:; 
We begin this chapter by stati~ without proof 
,.· 
' 
the classical Schwarz lemma: ··, __ 
. -, 
Lemma 2olo Let the analytic function f( z.) be regular in -
- ... - -..... -· - .. .. ~· ,.;.·. - ·-. . ... .. . - . - .. . . 
. ' 
lzl <Rand let f(O) = O • 
. . - .... _,.., ,. ..-..,,,. . 
If, in lzl < R, )f(z)I S M, ··. _,, . 
•'- ~ . . .. .. --·--· ·-· . . . . . -··· .. 
then 





- ~ ..,._,. ..... -··· ' .. -
1 f ( z) I ~ lzl < R t 
·, 




!(zr) H eie R . z 
where e is a real constant. 
In particular, we see ... that the Schwarz lemma 
holds for bounded functions in the unit disk which vanish 
at the origin. 
This result is easily generalized to bounded 
functions in I z I < 1 which do not vanish at the origin: 
Lemma 2.2. Let f(z) be regular in fzl < 1 and ff(z)I ~ 1, 
then 
1. 
a - 2 
i - I z I 
for lzl < 1, where equality holds only if 
' 
f(z) ,18 z - 6 8 real. 1 = e - * 
' 1 
- 6 z 
This latter· lemma s·tates that among the class 
-
1











. .. . ,. .. . . . . . .• 
I . ' ' 
,11:. 






of functions which are bounded and regular in l z I < 1·, 
( 
the problem ff'(z)I ~max.is solved by the function 
' 
which maps·the unit disk onto itself and maps z c E, inrto 
the origin. We are now interested in generalizing these 
.results as follows:. 
Let D be a d~main of connectivity n, and,·1~1·e·t B 
. . . . ... . . . . . . .. - . ... . . . .. . .. . - . .. ... . .. .. . . •, .. - . . . . . - .. . . ~ ...... 
\ 
denote tn.e takily of single-valued analytic functions f(z) 
... . ·--·~ ....... _,,_,....-..# 
., -- . ..... ·----·· ... .. . . . --.. -
11. 
I 
regular in D for which Lf( z)l < 1, ,z .e: D. 
-- .. -··-·· -
Let each c. be 
- -· ri ..... -.. ....... _ , ... _..,, 
a closed analytic Jordan curve. 
boundary of Das 
c • cl+-•••+ en • 
L 
Figure 1 
We again designate the 
(See Fig. 1) 
... 
The results stated and methods used here are due princi-
pally to Nehari [6], (10]. For different approaches to 
the problem, see Ahlfors [l] and Garabedian c,J. 
In the proof of the theorem that follows we 
state an extremal problem for functions belonging to the 
class Band by means of a conformal map, we thep arrive 
~· 
at an equivalent but simpler extremal problem: We now 
state and prove the following important generalization 






,,,,, ' -.:''_ . .;·."_, 
-·- - .. ._,. -~··" . . '• ... 
t 












! . .. _, 
12~ 
.J 
T~eorem 2.~. The extremal problem 
' ,\ 
._ .. 
"1> I l ~. 
max lt'(6)I 
B 
t 6 e: D 
-.is solved by a function F(z) .. €
 B:which yields a (l,n) 
conformal map of D onto the unit disk. Moreover, there 
exis·ts a function Q(z) -which is regular in~D + c~exce_p_~·-····~·····; .. _.· 
--- - -- .. - - - . . .. . 
. 
I 
.... - .... ---- ~ . .. - -- . .. ... . - - . .. .. . --- .. .. .. .. . ... " . . ~ . 
for a double pole a·t z • o such tha.t 
"'· ...,. .,., •• ' ~ ... • ' "- ' ,, ' .• 6 • .. .,. •"" •'• ' ~ • "' • • ,-.: _..,. V ... 
••'• ... -·- ...... _.,,._,_ ... _ .... _ ......... _ ... ,... __ .__ .... __ "-........... - .. -··-· ....... ..:..-0·&··--·~---- ...... -.~·~··,.,·••>"•'·· .• .. 
·· ·- -:~· .. -.·_· ,· .. ::;..- i· F(·z) Q( z) dz .> 0 
Proof~ 
' 
-z .t e, · ---..... · · 
,. I 
-· 
. ·~-.;., . .-. .:;•, 
' 
.·'). 
Por F(z) to· be a ·maximum we must .. have F(6) • o • 
For if not, then we set ~ 
F(z) - F(6). 
a * 
. 1 - F C 6) ° F( z) 





F1 '(z) = F'(z) 1 - JF.(O)( 
2 
• (1 - F (f>)F(z)] 
Thus, we .find, 
IF' (f>ll ) IF' (o)I 
1 - IF(Ei)t 2 
,, 




This shows that we may confine ourselves to those func-
tions of B for which F(~) e. O. 
Let~ be. those functions f(z) in B for which 
f(6) a O and 
, I Re { f(z)} I ~ 1 • . (2.1) 
, 't· 
·"I If f(z) e: B, then the function 
.. 
. ...... ,. ......... . 
, 
9J(1) ~-· -1 • i tan t(z) 
will clearly, satisfy the inequalit7 .·· ..... 
l 
..... ; , .. ~( ·:. :• .. 




.I Moreover, flJ(6) :z. O wher;i.~ve:r;- f(f>)-= O so that 9J(z) e: BR.-
ji( 
,, 
. '. '. ' ......... . . .. _ ................... - ......... - ... -
•• - .. .. . .. .. 4 . :.: • .: •. ~ 







. . . :· ..... ·· ' ' 








. ') ~ 
I 
.J 
. ',..._, __ .... . . . ........- ·,.- .. · .·.:: ·•· .. ,. "', ... ;.:; 
e---rea .. 1, will., be one also. We may therefore 
... · ..... -.. _ .. •. ·~·-~..........,._- ............ ~ 
. . . . ... . . . -; . . . . - - - - - .... ----
...... , .. suppose without loss of general~ty that F'(~) > o. 
Since 
'1' ( z) 4 f' (z) 
,, 
·see that we 
91' ( o) ~ f'(6) 1t > 
Our problem is therefore 
~ax Re {~(z)) 








Without loss of generality we may restrict the functions 
~(z) by requiring that they be continuous in D + c. 
Clearly,. 
Re { fl' ( z) } • c)u( Zl· 
~:x t 
where ~(z) =- u(z) + 1 v(z) and z == x + iy.,. -
Let 6 = ~ + 1 '1 , then the problem 
fl' (f>) • c)u(p) a~ .. max. 




Using eq~ (1.3) we· have · 
. 
. fl'(b) Iii l <} 2 ~ 61 - ~ I,, u(z) -~·g z, . dS 
t:.lt C ~n ~ 
Since u(z) is a harmonic function which satia,fies 
lu( z)I ~ 1 in D and which poss.eases a single~valued 
........ . 
· 14 • 
(2.2) 
••...... 1:- •... - _._ .t ... , , ... -. -· -- · - - -· harmonic -eQnjugate- -·there-, .. its- -p-eriod·s -must -nec·e ss·ari·ly· ~ · -- -- -· -- -- -
? . 
I 
-, -,. -~ · . ..,vcm-1.sh. In fac·t, . 
- . - .... 
' :·1 
. ~-.• . ·--. . . 
., .. ) ·,. 
_ . . .• d w j (z) . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : __ , :pi[ __ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. 
-........ -· ---- ~ · - - ~ · --· ~ · u ( Z ) ~ 1\ cf n dS ... 0 j a'. 1 , • • • , n - 1 ( 2. 3) ~ - ... - .,; ......... - - -
To see ) .. this _we note 
... 
that; using eq. (1.2) we have 




~dS le,. _tv!z2 dS • ~ dv((z) = an - as / J ~ ~ / =1~ / 
since wj(z) = l for z e: cj and the Cauchy-Riemann ~9.~tion, 
holds. 
But le,. dv(z) = 0 because ~(z) is· single-valued in D. 
~ . 
It follows from (2.2) and ·(2.3) that 
l ~2 ( 61 n-1 aw . ( z) . 
"'' ( 6 )- a - fe u( z) [u g z ~ + I; e: . J - ] dS 
,u 2 1t an cJ , 'J o n ' j :a;L (2.4) 
where £1 , ••• ,£n-l are arbitracy,real constants. 
... .. 









Hence tor any choice ot sj, the right hand side ot (2.5) · , ... 
. yields an upper bourid for I flJ' ( 6 )j • , 
We now wish to minimize the right hand·side or 
• 
(2.5) with respect to c1 , ••• ,sn-l in the following ~ay; 
Clearly f 9J'(o),1" is a "lower bound in (2.5) • 





. ••• ·· · " ····. · · We also know that a converging subsequence· of a i'ilil'i.iiniZirig~~ · · · · · 
.. ,.. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. ~ "' .......... . 
. . 
sequetlce·-mtzs-t converge to a .fin,ite limit. -For if ·not, .. ·-··- __ ... _ ... :·~·" 
----·- '.°' ....... ,,. ~- .. th~ll OD.e o.r-.. IDC\r.':13 Of· the ~Cf"Vt&u];d tsend to +oo 0:t" -00. "'HenCe- -· , _ 








(j I k). 
Since we are dealing with a minimizing sequence, the right 
hand sid_e of (2.5) will be bounded. If we divide the 
integrand in (2.5) by 
'€kl we have that 
, I 
.} 2 t ) n-1 a w ( z) 1 , e: -1 .Jl.._g~z,6 + .. I: j . dS . ._... 
2i9 ='C k c)n cl~ j=l Ej an • 0 • 
Since we can find a subsequence for which the integrand 
' 
tends to a welledefined positive function, we have a 
contradic-tion. Hence the minimizing sequence convergea 
to a finite limit. 
We notice that the integrand cannot vanish 
identically since ', _./ 
c}wk 
1 l < k < n-1 an 











. . 16. 









_ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ an,d e:_1 ,. ~. ,en--l be the p~rticul~r ~,alues, of the p~ra.me~e-~s 
. ' 
_which minimize (2.5). Then -,P(e1 , ••• ,e;n-1)J _{ __ f~(e;l, • .,.,e:j _ ""'' 
· ± e:, ••• , e:n-l) I so that --- , 
.. -·n·- .. ·· ........ ~-... , .. _____ : ......... ,. .. , .,, ....... ., ... •. ...... - - ----- -_ ~w- .. -. . . . ----···- ... -.... _ ...... . 
. . ~IPldS ~ ~,P±:_-?n dS .. 





\,, ... ,,-• 
a . 4 1 P I 1 ! ~ !: J f a.s ........ ···~ 
·L --
clw. Jrl 
a ,le IPI dS ± e; le Tn'1 p dS + O(e;). 
is, · 
IPI ~ 
€ le p 
' 
E is arbitrary, we 
c)w 
rl.lL ;JdS·•O Jc p an 
~w. 
-in'1 dS + O(e:) i) 0 ~• 
-
conclude from this that 
. '\ 
' 
j.,. ... s l , • . • , n - 1 (2.7) 
The !unction l~I ~s evidently not defined for,P a O bwtt 
ill 
- p :a: - l + 1 
t 
t 
p :a. 0 
P<O • 






... __ _ 
,, 
-- - ·--- ·---- ·-·--·~--··r ......................... ·-· ...... ----- --- - -• - ' ~ . -· -, .. --- - ' - - - - . -- - . ~ ···~" 
_., -
' 
' -··· • .-·. :,,L...,. ........ ti-'=.·-,,·.,__. ... / •• ·., ____ ,. __ ,. '~~ 
. • .. ,, .,. '. "'. ' "" ~ , .,. I.. .- • - ' -
----------~ -
- -,_ - ~-
- ---- -- -
J 
>'\: ·; 
' . ) 
~) U(6) 1 , h:L clg{z,6) dS 
• 2i 6 P an . • 
In view of (2.?) 
• 
"U(z) ;:~ dS ,· - 0 , .. , . j 111: -1, •• _.,n-1 • 




.. ~-.-~,,~~--C.QJJlpar.ing th.is tf.ith (2.3}---w.&---Oe'e· that the harmo-aiQ __ 
conju~ate V(z) of U(z) is necessariiy free of. pe~iod~ ~0
1 
- - - . 
- - . . . - - _ .. _. - - -- . . . .. . ' . .--,.-. . . - -
.. that the analytic function 
1:(z) a U(~) + i V(z) 
~\ 
is sin~le-valued in ;o. Moreover, we haye from the maxifi' ~ ./'. 
,.,1··· mum principle that .. lu(z)I ~ 1 for z c D •. On c, we,may 
"(/, 
write 
f PI · -.. - P U{ z) 
. (2.9) 
so that a comparison with (2.5).· shows 
I ~2 ( 2 n-1 ~ w . ~r(6)1~ - l l U(z)[ g Z, 6 + E E -· JJdS. 
. ., 21t C an clt j=l j c)n 
However, Icz) is Single-valued so that 
which shows U(z) to be the solution of our extremal 
problem. 
- We note from (2.9) that for z e c (-"~ 
U(z) P(z) ~ 0 
,; ,, f 










.. I<z) ;ri~lds a (1,n) conformal map ·-· , -We now show that W 
ot D onto the strip. \ \.. .... 
\,; 




As po1Ilted out before, IR; {I<z>} • lucz>I~ 1 






· ""· n(.,,' - l"\ · - A~---we··-·pa~~---+·h~-oug· ·h ·e-8ch· ·ze-~ ·o· -f· · -p·· .. · ·the val·u.e· --·- · .... -.- ---··- ··· ... -· · ·· . . . ., . . . . . . . .. . . .._., · . .-- ··· · ·· ··· · · · · · -·- ·:.f· ·u ) ... · -- · v ,. - · · . ·'-' ,;;;, ..., "' .L. ~ J. v . a 
... -~ 




. • ...t-~-·- • 
of U jumps from + 1 t9 -1 _ _, __ o_r _c.onversely. The. imag.e .of ·- .... -,. 
-~ ... ,.,,.,,,, ....... -~.~~e~- the ~apping Icz)/is therefore a multiple COV&l."in-; 
' of the infinite strip !Re { W }j :S 1. "'The 'number of sheets 
' is evidently half the number of zeros of Pon c. We will 
" 
-··/ ... 
show. that P has precisely 2n zeros on c. 
,• - \ 
\ / 
Let p(z) and Wj(z) be analytic functions such 
that ~e· {p(z0} = g(z,O) and Re {wj(~)} = wj(z) , 
j=l, ••• ,n-1. j 
Writing 
p(z) • g(z,6) + i h(z,6) 
and noting that g ~ 0 on c, we find, with the help of 
~ clh the Cauchy-Riemann equation Tn • aS that, 
- 1 p' (z) dz :a. - i cit dS + 1 Sa dS) 
- -e dS • 
/ 
Using definition·(l.8) on ck, a similar argument shows 
that 
' 
Z E.C • 
... 
_, 







.. . ,·, ... 
I ~ .-·: . 
!;,' ....• ,;,u'. ' 
. -. 
. , . 
. ' 
r ; 
• • I 
' 
. . ~=--. -- ... - -- -- ---~. -~ ..... ..-.. , 
r •• , 
I. 




• i q(z) dz (2.1·1) 
,,,, · ......... ,. · · 8:i.Ilce S(z,6) • - log Jz - 61 + G(~,6), ~here G is reg~ar 
. . . -· ~ - - - . - -·. -- -~- ~--- - ~ -· . \ ~ . . . . . . . . . . ' . 
····"·-'-·'.; .... ---· ........ harmoni·c ,·· ·the· !Unction p·1·(z) evidently has a s·imple pole 
.... 
• 
~. . -~t -z = 0 w:i.th:.r residue -1 • The qu~tY @_ p 9 ( z) is 
~~ 




- --~2 + t(z) ··"' , (z - 6) - ' .•. _ .. , 
where t(z) is regular in D. · Combining with (2.11), we 
can therefore write 
P(z) _dS • l i q(z) dz = 1 .[-(z---
0
-)~2 + t 1 (z)]dz, z e: c 
where t 1(z) is regular in D. The zer,p~ of P will thus 
V\ 
coincide with those of q(z) on c • 
.. 
From (2.12) we have-: 
[q(z) dz] 2 ! 0 
". 
(2.12) 
A [ ( ) ]2 . 
· so that ~c arg q z dz s O from which we conclude that 
Ac arg [q(z)] + ~c arg [dz] • 0 • 
I• 
.. 







..... ....,,.. '' ... , 










known that., [10, p. 13.5], ~c arg (dz) • 2 1t (n- 2) • 
. Since q(z) has a double pole in D and the zeros of q on 
c are cou_nted by half their multiplicity, it· follows 
.. 
·rrom the Argument Principle that q(z) 9 and hence P, has 




\·.~ .......... ~ -~-~--~-~·~·~· .. ,~-~-~-~-~-_ .. j)._ f,_n -. b.e. -SD .. -11~.t:ald, .COVarf.nQ" .. o.f .. the _·:_fri.finite ... stri.p ...... . 
.' ~1 ' 
''' ... ' . ''"'' ·:: ....... ::.::.::. '.'."'.''.",'' .... '' ... 'J'' ,, 
. ' .... 
_,.. __ ., __ 
-'' 
' ' ' 
"< r ..... ; 
- 1 · · s-R~ -{ w} ~1--.• • • ..... • • J' • • ... • ~'"'" • - ... 'r ·- .• '' . • . -
.... _-,,......-.,...- ...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . .. . - . . . 
- .. __ ... __ -.-.--. ~---- -·-- --· 
with functions belonging to Bin an obvious manner .. We 
relate F(z) e; B and I ( z) e; BR as follows: 
F(z) • tan lt 4 I<z) 
where Icz) is defined as before. Clearly, F(z) maps D 
onto the multiply covered unit disk. 
For z € C ' Ic z) =- ! ~l + i t where t is real. 
Consider the expre_ssion 
F(z~ 
1 + F (z) • 
' 
A computation shows that it is 
1 1t 
± ~ Cosh ~ t 
' 
Z E C • 
Since Cosh ! tis positive, this expression is positive 
or negative according as U(z) = l or - 1. Thus, 
> ·O 
-
on c .• 
U(z) (1 + F2(z)] ·t.;_ 
r. , •. ' 
:t: .1 
--- ,,_ -·· .......... ,., ... 








... . ~ 
,· 
;, 
. Combining this with (2.10) and (2.12) we finally arrive at 
.,, ..... ,o1 .. ,,., ... 
• ) 
: 1 F(z.l ~(z) ~ 0 , 
_ 1 + F (z) 
1 
or more simply ' . 
' ' 
Z E C t 
,1; 
. . . - . . -. 
;,I'>-





. 0 • • • - .. ' - , I • ' O; " • • ' • .... " .. •; "" _. ..,. ~ .. 'I, • • • t.. • • . . • - - - . .. .. ... - ...... - - ·---- - ... -· .. --.. -- .. .,, , - ... - - ...... ..,. ......... ·_ - .. . -....-.- ·- - - - - - - .... - - - - . , ... ,,. ... - ... ·- .. . .. -
- i F·(z) Q(z) > 
-
0 t z __ e;_ _ ~ __ _ , _ . _ _ .. __ ( 2 .13 ) _ -__ __ ,; • •.• ~· .• ~. • • ., . • I 
...... ' . ,, .·•· .... 
. .: .................. ,,, ... · where ·Q"Czr-;· · .s(z),m . '• A simple -arguniellt~sJ:iOWs-that t:b:8 
. . . 1 + F2 (z) . 
_J 
·- zeros of q(z) and 1 + F2(z) coincide so that (2.13) be-
comes 
p ' ~ 
- i F(z) Q(z) > 0 t Z € C • r (2.14 )· 
Since ·,Q(z) has a double pole at z a: 6, it follows from 
the Cauchy integral formula that 
f'(f>) s 2~i ~ f(z)__~Q(z) dz , f(z) 
€
 B • 
Hence, 
·' -.. Jlt'(b) I~ i1e -' I Q(z) dz I • 
Since IF(z) • 1 on c, we see from (2.14) that 
• 2;r ~ F(z) Q(z) dz (2.15) 
a: F'(6) 
· 18 Equality holds evidently for f(~) • e F(z), 8 real. 
-~,- ' , 




- ' ' 
. "-...!<' 
' I 
/ '. _,_ - -•- ~------- --- ·- -~- - . - ' 
··/·· 
. 
This shows that 
.\ 
• 1'(6) t 
; Q.E.D. 
We have the following easy ~oro,~lary to Theorem 
le --· 
.. -·- --. ~ _. __ . ~-: ,_' . _ .. . . . _ 2 ~ 1 : _ . _ . 
' 
-- . -. -. -. . . -......... -.... -- .• ... .. ~ .. .. .. . -- . . - - - . - - . . - . . ·- . ..:.-- .. ----· ____ ..... _ ............. - ..... - .......... . ---- ..... - .. 










.. ~_.,.-.,.:...-,~'~ ......... ~: ..;;~.:.~ .... : .. ..._·_-: :.. .. :.'. .•_-·_..· •.. ~·~ ~ ...._ .. ::/·~-:-. ·:--:--:·,! .. .:· ... ~-~' ............... ··- .,.- ..... · .
.. - .. ... ' ...... 
':': ') . . , 
~. .. - - ... . - - . - --- - - -- ·--· - - - . - . .. . - . -
... 
.. _.._ 




- has a solution where· h(z) is given by 
. h( z) = 







Let J(z) be the extremal function of Theorem 2.1. Apply-
ing the residue theorem, we obtain 
21t F' (6) 
< 
-
f ~ F(z) h(z) dz 
~ lh(z)ldS 
Since F(z) = 1 for z £ c, (2.15) shows that 




Hence ~ IQ( z) I dS ~ ~ I h( z) I dS, and the function· ,. 
C , 
' ' 
_..J-· - ·--- ·- --·--.Ji.·- ---·-- --···-·- -,·~--· - ~--y-- --- -----·------<i\.-- --------.:-·- ---- - ···----·---- ---- ··-·--·-------. 
' 
.f 
Q(z) solves the extremal problem. 
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·- ... -·~ 








can easily be· shown 
l Q.E.D .• 
- ..:. .- -·· -: - :- ·::·.-: ·~: ~: .. ~,.-. - •• "=." - ~ ·-· - _, 
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Chapter III , 
THE CLASS · B >. 
. . I 
We are now interested in solving a slight ... 
variation of the extremal problem found in Chapter II. 
-· Th·e differenc·e betwee·n the two is found-· in the re-
. ........,_ - - --- - - - "' - - -
- .. . .. -
.... --- __ ... __ .................... --
____ ........................ _ ................... ---
_._.._..,_., ____ .,_.,.. _______ .. _ .. -
. 
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--· . . . - . . ~., 






Again D denotes a multiply·connected domain 
~- .................... ~_.........,. ......... ,. ~~·· 1:1m~w-, ............... 4'l·····- ......... •' -~....._ ... """'~ -··· ....... ~· ... ' " \ . ' • . •' • •' • . . . . • • .. ....,.....,......,,~-.r,-,r~r,. ' .. -.,.... ~~ • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • 
1{f·· 
.which is bounded by n closed analytic curves cj,j=l, ••• ,n. 
I 
.. :.• ·. ~ .. ·~. 
We define the following class B~ of fun?tions:-
lim sup Ir< z >l~A( z), z0 e: e }, z~z · · 
0 
-1.l 
where .A(z) is a positive function continuous on each cj 
and f is a single-valued analytic function regular in D. 
Theorem ;.l. Given a domain D and a positive continuous 
function A on the boundary c of D, there exist two 
analytic functions K(z,o) = K~(z,o) and L(z,6): LA(z,o) 
uniquely determined by the following properties: 
i) K(z,6) and L(z,6) - [2~(z-6)]-l are regUlar in D, 
ii) (K(z,6)1 is continuous in D + c and IL(z,o)J is 
continuous in D + c - cg, where cg denotes an 
open disk about the point o ED, 
iii) K(z,o) ,and L(z,o) are connected by the identity 
• A(z) [K(z,b)]dS -= ... i L(z,_f>)dz t 
for z £ c and dS = Jdzl • 






•- , , •--, •• - , 
. ·· • .:. · · , '-' ", -,,.1 •.. , ·,• le- - • -,_--.•· -r· • •... ,". · .• '_. •·- ~--''·' =;· , 
--·----·-~ ... ··-···------------
- ~ 










.(, log ~(t) clg{z 1 t) dSt a -- 41t ant • 
·-" 
/ --·-. ·:~ 
• 





-------- .. ...J- • - _.-- ·- - - ~- • - ... _. -
-· - - --- .. 
.............. ,,, .. ,., -- ···each c., log A(t) .. is also continuous there •. · The boundary . ... '•, J 
.. . . ' . .-. ' . -............... ' .·. ·1 .. -
. . 1 · :_ ·.. . .· ... VS.l U~s Or u are evidently- ! log ;\ ( z), z E c. The harmonic ·· ·· 
._........,. 
in D. We shall denote the periods of,v (z) about cj by 
2 lt pj, j=l, ••• ,n. 
1 
Consider the function U(z) defined by 
• u(z) + 
. \ 
where zk ~ D, k=l, ..• ,n~l, Ek s ! 1. 
Since g(!,zk) = 0 for z E c, U(z) has the same boundary 
values as u(z). The period of g(z,zk) about cj with 
respect.. to Dis - (2x)-l wj(zk), where wj(z) is the 
harmonic measure of oj. The period of 21tPj of the harmonic 
conjugate V(z! of U(z) about cj is thus 
n-1 
& Pj - t Ek wj(zk) k=-l 
The analytic function 
q(Z) 8 U(z) + i V(z) 
j:::l, •.. ,n 











...... _.,._.,_ ,· 
c.,·, ••• \.I 
·, 
Since the sum of then periods ·must be equal to 
the sum or the periods due to logarithmic poles,;. then 
Hence we must find the points 
a 
z1 , ••• ,zn-l in D which satisfy 
n-1 
, ...... -· ~·--~-~~-··--·~-~- -······· 
... l: ek ,, wj ( Zit) 
k:s-l __ p 
1,,\. 
... ---. i_ ...... ····- --· .... --. --~----·--·--·-···-··--·------···-·······----· -~·-··. ·-· ____ .... , ... 
- • - ,,- - ........... ,o. •• •O o H 4 • - • "' s, •• ...... - - - • -. ;~ ·. ... -- . . .. ~ . . . . . . . . 
····-- __ !o~_ suitable choic~,a....Qf-EK.a.nd. in.tegers ~. 
,... -
··•·:~_• .. ~·:,.._:,·~ti 
We prove the existenc~ of the, n-1 points zk 
which satisfy eq. (3.1):, 
J First of all, we know that. a Uilivalent· conformal 
map transforms the harmonic ·measures of D into the 
harmonic measures of its conformal image. 
-~ 
Instead of 
'\ handling the whole conformal equivalence class of domains, 
we shall consider only its representative domain. We 
choose the representative domain by considering the con-
,, formal mapping which takes the domain D with boundary en 
into the upper half plane DP; en will correspond to the 
real axis •. 
Now, since wj(z) • 1, ••• ,n-1 are O on the real 
axis, they may be analytically continued beyond the real 
• • axis by means of the identity wj(z) = - wj(z). · The 
functions wj(z) are harmonic in D' where D' a DP+ D;. 
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(Denote c' as·the boundary of D'.) 
~- By virtue of1 the above identity; eq. (3.1) is equivalent 
to 
• pj + mj, j•l, ••• ,n-1, ~k e: D' • (3.2) 
Now let ! .,, 
• 
n-1 n-1 2 t [ k~l· w j ( Zit ) - ''p ,c - mj J • j=l - tJ 
We ·see that R is continuous in D' + c'. For some definite 
choice of integers mj, R assumes a non .. negative minimum 
for n-1 points zk £ D' + c'. ' 
Since - l < w.(z) < 1, there are a finite number - J -
of sets { mj } ; hence we are able to choose int-e:gers mj 
such that the minimum of R is as small as possible. , 
' 
Suppose m1 , ••• ,mn-l are the desired integers 




- • .-,- • '" ., •• • •, • ~ • I "•'· • •• ·'.•' -" • ~•-,"'•,. · '• • , l-,', ; . 




' . ~ ,. 
R • • min • 
~ . ... ... - .. - .. \ 
where Aj ==· pj + mj and zk e D·' + 'C' • 
It is easy to verify that there .exists at least 
--
one minimizing set ~ = { zk 1 entirely in D' , and further-
. . . .. ' - - .. - ~-". - ... . ... - .. - ·• - .. - - ... ' - - - - - ... - - - ;... . . - .. .... - . . .... . .. - - - .. - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - ... - - - . - - - - .. . - ... . - - - - . ·- . - - - - - ... ·- ... . .- - . -
............. ;,.· .......... mo.re., .. eq . .;.-(3 •. 3) -shows tha-t·v:-e may assume that the- mini-
·, 
# • ~- ' • • .. • ·" • ' • • • ' • ' 
--
. .' 
-·,. ! - •• 
mi~ing se:t _does _ _?~t cont_~in both 'it and its conjugate z; e -- · --- -
Since D '=> .z... . .. .. . ---= -- --- .. . ~- -·· .... .. : .. . . ....... .... . ... ... . • ... -. ... . 
where 
. ~R 
clzk =a· 0 k -= 1, ••• ,n-1 ' 
a- 1 a a Tz .. ~ ( dX - i ay) ' for all zk e: z • 
The neces'sary condition for a minimum is. thus 
~ 0 k & 1, ••• ,n-1 
' 
where and 
We have two possibilities; either all the aj vanish, or 
W'(zk) a O for all zk g Z·where 
W(z) • 
In the first case, 
n-1 
O ~ ~ wj(Zic) - Aj 
k-=l 
and hence 
• (3. 5) 
·. . tl 
, 
. . - .. ·1 








and th.e -problem is solved.. 
.,. 
n-1 
I: - ~wj ( Zic) 
k•l 
l-- -- For the second case, all f. we need to consider is the 
existence of at least one aj IO. For it so, then all 
J~· .. : 
-z - e· -z -are ·crit·ical -points· of -w,c-z). · -~rr~ -~some of the z /-
-k - ' _ ..,., ~ • • • ,• , • • ,<• • • , • .~ • , r • , , , • • , k , • • • • .• • ,• • 
-. - .. ·-
coincide,- the critical points will then be counte~---
. . . . ,.; . .~ ' 
according to thei~multipiicity. · 
ft .......... 
Since the aj' are real, by the Schwarz re-
• flection principle we have that Wj(z*) a - [Wj(z)J and 
z•, the set of conjugates of points in Z, is also a set 
·, 
of Critical points of W(z). If no zk g Z lies on the 
real axis (See Fig. 2), then clearly Zand Z* are dis-
joint and there are then 2(n-l) critical points of W(z) 
II 
of which only n-1 of these belong to~· But~ the 
.. Argument Prlnciple, W(;) cannot have more than n-2 
critical points in DP which is impossible. Thus, we 
.. ' 
need only consider the case where at least one point of 
Z is on the real line and -,ak , 0 for some ko In this 
case R is constant on the real line and all points of 
the real line will be critical points of W(z) so that 
n-1 
W'(z) • t aj w;(z) ; 0 • 
j•l 
- ......... -
This also holds for all z £ D' if we proceed by analytic 
continuation. But since the W~(z) are ·11nearly inde-
.J 
pendent, this implies that all the aj • O which leads 
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! R j 
. . .. \ . . . .. . .. ; . 
··' ·'i • 
....... 
. 
Hence the assertion that eq. (3.1) hae n-1 
solutions holds. 
J ' 
Now let V(z) be the harmonic conjugate of<,,,U(z) 
above. The periods of U( z) + i V( z) are in.,cegral multi-
ples of 2ni, so that q(z) has no periods about cj. 





simple zeros or simpl'e poles of q ( z), depending upo~---- __ _ 
----~-· . -·------------· . . . . . . .. . ... ,, ' 
whether e:k = 1 or -1. The f.unction q(z) is_ t:t.ius single- __ . 
valued in DP, and the number of zeros and poles counted · 




A(z) ( ~-.6) z £ C • 
We define the following functions: 
m n-1 K1(z,6) == K'(z,o) + E oe jal j K(z,zj) + E o<. L(z,zj) j=m+l J (3.7) 




L1 (z,5) • L'(z,6) + E Of • L(z,zj) + ~ C( • K(z,zj) (3.8) jal j j..m+l j 
where z1 , •.. , zm are the zeros of q( z) ~d zm+l '• •• , zn-l 
its poles, and K(z,t) and L(z,t) satisfy the equation 
K*(z,t)dS • - i L(z,t)dz Z £ C • (3.9) 
• 
·We further impose on eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) the requirement 
that the constants 0(. shall be de~ermined by the cooditions J 
•, ... ~, .. 




















K1(zk 9 6) :;·- 0 
' 
k • 1, •.. ,m J, 
I 
and 




k • m+'l, ..• ,n-1 
• 
"'' . .,. <i-
By virtue of eq~ (3.9) 
' 
.z £ C • 
.. . - . •. - ;- .... ··--1- - .......... ., ...... ····q ......... -· .. -·· .... . 
,. ·-· . 
·· -·-····w4 can define K~(z,o) and L iz,O) asr'ollows: -·- • .... ·-- .• ,JI .. ----- __ ........... ···-··· 
, . 






. - - ' ' 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
We asse_;rJ; that K( z, 6) is regular in DP because the zeros 
of q(z) are cancelled by the zeros of K1(z,6), and the 
poles of q(z) are cancelled by the'poles of K1(z,6) • 
. , L(z,6) is regular in DP except for a simple pole at z • 6. 
Since the residue of L(z,6) is (2n)-1 , the same holds for 
LA(z,6). 
Por r£ £ c we have that 
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. ... ".· 
- -
(q( z)] •K•{ z, 6)dS '--
• 
Thus, lq(z)l 2 K•(7i,f>)dS a 
By (3.6) 
- i L(z,o)dz Z e: C 
,\ ( z) 
. ~ 
- -
• _ ·i:L(!.i_.Ql~ 
K*(z,o)dS 
This proves property (iii). 
. !'low sine e A(z) > _O, 
··~• . . . .. ... . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . - . - ................. . 
.... 
·.- --~: ·- - ··- ... 
- i··. ',; - -· .. -.. 
. .. . -~ ..... ~ . ., -· .............. ~-- ... ·':'' 
, ... ,, .... r .. .-• 
• 
:. ·=-=-·- ,-., • 
1 
- . - - - - - . . . . . . . . .. -· . -.. ·- ·- : . : . .. . . . - . . . .... - - . . . . . . . . . 
···.:. . ~--·":,.> ·.; .. · ..· - i J!(zi_§) K~z26l -dz ;. 0., 
IK(z,6)j · - , 
-
or 
- i L(z,6) K(z,6) ~ O, Z e: C • 
I 
" 
We now consider the function h(z) defined as follows: 
h(z) 
For z e; cj Re {h(z)} - constant. 1 





regular and consequently, K(z,6) L(z,6) is regular on c. 




Z £ C 
and both the product and ratio of IK(z,6)1 and jL(z,o)I 
are continuous on c. Since L(z,o) has a pole at 6 g D, 
IL(z,6).1 is continuous in D except at the point 6. This 
. proves property (ii). To show uniqueness, let there be 






_ another pair or functions K"(z,-6) and L"(z,6). Then tor 
,, ·• II 
z E c we have that 
,\(z) [K"(z,f>)]*dS • - 1 L"(z,6)dz 
------ and hence, 
. ~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - ... . - . - - - - ·, - . - - - ...... ·: - .- : -. . - . - -- - - - -
A(z)[K(z;,6) - K"(z,f>)]*ds a - i[L(z,6) - L"(z,b)]dz, z e:c (3.14~ 














it follows that 
,\( z >I K(z, f> )-K"( z, 6 >12as • -i[L(z, 6 )-L"(z, f>)] [K( z, 6 )-K" ( z, 6) ]dz. 
Integrating both sides of the last equation over e we· ob,.. 
tain, by Cauchy's theorem, 
~ f K(z, 6) - K" ( z, 6) 12 dS O 
Hence, K(z,b) ::: K"(z.,6)·, 
and 
O -- - i [L(z,o) - L"(z,f>)]dz, 
or 
L(z,6) • L"(z,5) , Z e; C • 
This completes the proof of the theorem. ~ 
Q.E.Do 
We state without proof the following corollaries 
which follow immediately from the preceding theorem: 
·coroll~r;r 3.10 Let f(z) be regular and __ ~ingle-valued in 






. ·- - .- -. . ~--
I 
taken in. the Lebeague sense. Then 
~,\(z) r(z) [K(z,f>)J*d.S • _.tC.6) • 
Ooroll~tt 3,?. K(z,6) is hermitian; i.e., 
K(z,6) a [K(z,6)]* 
. ,,,_., .. ;.' ·r 
\ 
• - L (z ~-) ; u ' t 
--.--Wilqz-.e .. ,C .·' _ .. _ ----- -.14 ...._..__. • ._.-r._ - ·-·~-· 
·A(z) u(z) • l • 
·' 
,', ,. 
.. ... ~. ·-· \ ... ,,.:. :~ ... ' ··'"'"•' .~.-
... 
The following theorem illustrates how the 
function Kiz,o) solves the extremal problem which is 
given in its hypothesis: 
•·::' ·:-.·-= ...... -. ..• · .. :,,, • 
~heor~!2. 2. Let g( z) be regular and single-valued in Dt 
let ~J\(z) jg(z)l 2 dS <oo !nd g(f>) '"" 1, 6 £ D t ; 
then 
K~(z,6) 
where M ( z) "" K >. ( 0 , t,) • 
g(z) = M(z). 
Proof: By Corollary 3.1, 
Equ.a,lity holds only i! 
where we have replaced f(z) by Kiz,f,) : K(z,f>). Also, 
..... 
by Corollary 3.1, we have that 




.!9 ... , ... ~ . 
•.. ,; 
Hence, 
j 1 -· jg(6)l 2 . • l,A(z) g(z) [K(z,6)]*dSl 2 
~ A(z)J g(z)l 2ds ';\(z)I K(z,f>)l 2dS 
by Schwarz' s ··1nequali ty. \ 
.• 
. 35. 
... -- ..... - - . . . ..; .. ,:-: ..... ~-... ~ - - .. . - ·- .. .... - . .. - .. - - . - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - ..... - .. ~ . .. - .. . . .. .. ... . ... - . - - - . - ..... - . .. .. .. . ~- .. , . •· .. . . . - " - - -~ · .. · .- - . . -.~ ..... ,,. 
. But the latter expression 1~ equal to !·. . \ 
..... _, 
·----·-·-·· 
. . . - ·: •.. .. •, . . . . 
-- ·-· ... ·. -~. ~--~-----··· ..................... . 
-~ -- - --- . - . - -K ~< e , 5) ~ c z ) I g c z ) 12 dS • .. . . . . ... .'· ~.... . .... :·· ·'""'."· . ·: .. ·- . - :-· -
' 
Hence, 





From eq. (3.15) it follows that 
-'A(z)IM(z)l 2 IKA(l>,6)j 2ds • I Kil>,6)1 2,~(z)IM(z)l 2dS 
- KA(o,o) • 
.. 
Therefore 
., Hence, combining e(JI. (3.16) and (3.17) we have _that 
: '· °J 
l . If the equality is to hold, we must have that 





-• , ' 
r 
·I 




which implies ·that ·g(z) [K(z,_6)]• > 0 and that. 
,. ... 
I 
jg(z) I a jM(z)I for z £ c. 
Sine e K >.( 6, o) 
: .'.. . .. ; . . . . . . . . . . M ( 6) • K ~ ( 6 t OJ . • 1 t " ,; . ·. 
... -. ... ._ --- .. . . . .. - .. .. .. . .. ... . . .. . .. ... . -. .. ... '. - -.... ..... .... ... ,. - . - .. . .. - .. - ..... -......... .,;·, ... ~-- .... ... ....... ..... . -· ·-- ... ... ... .... - ·- ~ · ........ ; ... :~- ... --:-. ··: ... ~ . ._ .... ' ~ ... ... - ... - .. -..... ,. .... ,. ... ,. ..... _ ' ... -• ... "'· ............... - .......... - .......... ~ ... . ~ ' 




. "' ... ...........,_.. .----...- . g(o) • M((,) ~ ~ D . . t .. - u .., . ... . . . . . . . ' ;· . ..,. .j: . . . . . ___ ._..,.. -:-· .... ~. 
·--~-~---~, 
. . ,.. ... . ... - . Heric e 
) 
g(z) · i M(z) - - - - - ' . . for.equality to hold. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.3. Let the function h(z) be regular in D 
except for a simple pole of residue (21t)-l at z:: 6; then 
where u(z) ~(z) = 1, z· e: c • 
Equality holds only for h(z) • LA(z,6) • L(z,6). 
Proof: 
1 
h(z) • ~'Jt (z-6) + regular terms. 
Then 
by Cauchy's integral formula. 
Using the Schwarz inequality and the hypothesis that 





the latter equality due to Corollary 3.1. 
Hence, 
.r KA(6,6) ~ abu(z),h(z)l 2ds. 
-~-·;.·:·: 
~ 
Using property (iii) in Theorem 3.1 and the inequali't7 ~ 
___ (3.1.3) we have . . . 
"' 
If 
• ~ • • • • • • • • • ,. , • . ,. • .~ :,;. .•. _r• -~ ·• • • • • • • ' • t • · I • • • • • • · ' ' • • • ' ' · • ---. .... ' ...... ~ ;,; ·~·:,,. ' ........ .. 
' 2 p 
___ ·- ... __ · : . . ___ -b u(z)f L(z __ ,6) J!s ... -if K(z,b) L(z,b)d~--C": K,.(_6,6) • 
\ 
Hence -·- -- .--,--·· --~-·- ..... -....-··· ... ··:·::······_.,..· ·-···-
• • 
Clearly, equality holds only if 
·1 





. ~' . ., .. -. 
' . 
.'•. 










• •. •• I o-=a - i c.<,· - --~-- • i• · .. ,. --, ,. - · · - · , •· . - - • - • • • __ , ,.__._ ....... ! •• c: • • ,,.__, , •< .•-~.,. ••• ·-"~ ;-,--·•-• -'"'c·•"·r-.._,,·--,..,~---, •. •-t•~...-•a ·,.• •-··,,·• '··•·' <-,oe,· -!.••~-· <" J, _,,··, • 
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. ,a. 
· ···tChapter IV 
BOUNDS FOR DERIVATIVES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
. - ·--~ ..• : .... --- ..:- .- .. 
. • . • l 
SECTION 1. Functions of the,, Class Ba 
-~ ' 
' ,, ••. • -. ·,. • • ~ •.•• ! •• : .. : ;. : • • : • :.. • : '.. • ' • • • • • • • - • We~ow consider the following problem: 
{ ~ e rk, ·} Re e-4 · ~~ .~(-6) 
where e is an arbitrary fixed angle. 
. . 
a max. 
Theorem 4.1. The solution to the above stated problem 
is a function W = I<z) which yields a (l,m) conformal . 
map of D with boundary c onto the strip -1 < Re { W} < · 1 
where m ~ n + k - 1. 
Proof: 
Let N(z,o) be the Neumann's function of D and 
.. 
M be its conjugate. Set q(z,o) ~ N(z,6) + 1 M(z,6). 
From Chapter I, Section 1, for z E c, 
~N Tn = • 
Let v(z) be harmonic in D. If we delete a-circular 
neighborhood c£ of o and apply eq. (1.2) we arrive at 
the following computations: 
-· 
I 
•. I"' ' 
Letting fl( z) • ·u( z) + 1 v( z) be an analytic function, 
\ ·*· 
applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations and integrating by 
parts we have 
.-:-,,-:: . ,. 
' ..... 
l ~ ' .......... - .. . .. . . '' - - -- - - · - · - - - · , · e1 M z u - l 
................ , ...... 1:1.e.:Q..~~ v(ti) ·.:··2i··-b u(z) .. _ n· .... d.S. :-. fi .• ~-Y(z.)dS ..... (4.1.) ... 






$Ci --~··· ••• ••• • •. ~~- ~·Re {ei6~(t:>)} • Re{(cos 8 +·1 Sin 0)(u(5)+i vrg)J} 
s u(b) Cose - v(o) Sine 
~. 
• - ~ ~ u(z) Cos e cl~~~62. dS 
1 ··, c3 M( -~, 
+ 2i ~ u(z) Sin 8 - a!ili dS _ 
.•' 
+ ! Sin e .f v( z) dS 
Re f e16~(6)} .. - ii ~ u(z)[Cos 6 agc)(~1 6 ) - Sin 6 ~M$!1 6)]dS 
+ -L
1 Sin a 1 v(z)dS 
. C • 
. 




/,. u(z) ~w~£z) dS 
"' a n 
• o, j • 1,. ~ ~ ,n-1 
... , and ~j are arbitrary real parameters. 
, 
- . - -·-y<"'.>~'J.ti'.J'!1£Q•.JQ• __ ,JIJilllj ___ c,f.¥,~~AJ$,ll~-fJ-"~~-.-.,a_!\f_!l';;._Li_1-..~_;;_ • .,.., _ ~-, •. ,=----=,-_·_··-=·-·-~·-·--------. ..-,,--~---:-'.----~-~------~ ...... --..... --~--~c,·--,-~ •. , .. II!-•.---:,•• .. '-,.-..,...... --. . _,.--.=,- 1µ ~ ,:... ~, -..,,.._, c- • --.,'\, ....... ,, ··- .,, •. J •. ·.·-···t~· ···-.-•_ .. ,, ,• . ... -·· 
I 
40. 
,, Since 91( z) e: .. BR , lu< z) I ~ l • ;.! 
Therefore 
- .. - - ! • ~ -- - - • • .. . . . 
' -- - --- - ·- - - ... - - - .• .... - -- .... ~: - - -- - - . - - - .. - . . - - - . 
- ~ 
-"··, 
.. n ~ l. . _ ..... a . w. . . . ................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . -
·····················---~------·--·----···-·---~-----··+ .E Aj ?n t a.s . _. • • r, .. • ' ' ,,. " • • .... - # - •- • ~ .tlf __ .- ~ .... • • • • • I 
. . -· J --1 . -. '-·-· . .. - • _......,_,.._. - • .ia.,.. . 
.... ...._..... 
_.........,._ ..... 
·-·"· -·-~, -·-......= 
I 'l '. • 
-.... ... --- - . . .--....-. ,;..·- -~ --:-::· -~:"":":· . .., .. ~~- .... 
·-'·· .. -· -., . _: .:-y 
, 
"""'-, 
As before (see eq.[2.7]) --=~ 
~ I ~J -~:il dS .. o ~ ( . -,1.i:.-. :- : " 
where ~ IP I dS is minimized and U( z) is defined in 
Chapter II. 
.•- . 1 
Hence the harmonic conjugate V(z) of .U(z) 1·s 
single-valued in D. If we let I<z) = U(z) + i V(z) be 
regular and single-valued in D and if IPI .. - Pu, then 
Hence 
Re [ei8r,(k)(6)} ~Re {ei8I(k)(t:,)} • 
Since I<z) e: BR' W • I<z) solves the extremal proble_m. 
To show that W = I<z) is a conformal map we 
note that U(z) a 1 or -1 for all but a finite number of 
-- J 






·- ... - . - - - .. . .. ... ~- ... ~ ... ·. - ... -
........... -
z £ c and IU(z) J 51. We now determine the number o~ 
,-,. 
coverings as follows: 
Since I P I • - P U , 
UP dS. < 0 
-
We also have that 
_,_ 
.. - ...... ___ -
"'-> 




• ... .. ... - - .. - • 'I - .. ... • • .. ... . ._ ·• - •. ... - ... ., . ... - ... .. - - . . . - . .. - .. . -- • . .. . .. . . . . " • • ,. .... • . . • .. ' • • . • . • ... .. . . • . • • . • . . . . .. . ,· .. . : . t " ._ ' ,. • "' • • ~ • " • ., • • •.. • • • • • ' •. •• , .:. • ... I : • ', #' • • "' • , • • • • • 
_..i.;.i: 
q'(z,6)dz •· d q(z,6) a d N(z,6) +id M(z,6) 
. . 
. .:...-~ ...... -. ---- -· - ·--
·. 
. ..·. ··-··.· • . 
• 




., ...... if- ' ' 
•. - c)~~,o) dS + i clN(z,Ol dS 
c)n ~ 
-~~(~, 61 dS = - q'(z,6)dz - ~ i dS, z e c; (4.3) 
. therefore for p(z) defined in Chapter II, 
= U[Cos 8 ::k(=i p' dz) = Sin 8 ::k(- q' dz - ~ i) 
n-1 
+ I: A . ( - i wJ. ' ) ] dz ~ 0 j:l J • 
It then follows that ,r· .. _ .. 
~k · n-1 
-i U(z) d k[Cos 8 p' ( z) + i S:1n e q' (z, 6) + _tAjw !( z) ]dz ~ o ( 4.4) 
' ' J~ J 
If we make the obvious substitution of R(z) in (4.4.) we· 
obtain 
~ i U(z) R(z} dz $ 0 
Clearly, R(z) is single-valued in D. 
Z £ C • ( 4.,5). 




Since p' ( z) .... 1 · c},:,-6} · , . . R(z) has' a pole at z • 6. 
Expanding R(z) in a neighborhood of z • 6: 
R(z) n-1 E 
~-1 
42. 
- .. . - . - .. . - .. .. ' - .... - - -- - . 
-,· -- -~- .· ---~ .. ~- ~-- --- ---- ·we -d-escrib·e· the- boUlldari. -of- n· -in. the. p~s~ ~~V-~.---~~~~~- ~ -~~~~p. _____________ .·· .. _____ _ 




-.-.respect to the domain -enclosed by it.. However, the n-1 
-~ inner boundaries will be described, in the ·n.~g~tive sense. 
Hence arg(dz) on c is given by 
2x - 2n(n-l) • - 2n(n-2) a ·tlc arg(dz). 
•· ~ 
Thus, since ~c arg R(z) • - fl c arg (dz) , 
~c arg R~z) • 2n(n-2) • 
If we let n1 denote the number of zeros in D and n2 the 
number of zeros on c (recall that we must count the 
number of zeros on c with half of their multiplicities) 
' ·,,, . - ,,. 
-' 
we have that 
· ··· 
n2. 
2 • k+l 
Hence n2 nl + 2 • n-2 + k+l 
or . 2n1 + n2 . lllL 2(n + k - 1) • 
Consequently, 





·- ·- - -- --- - ·-. ·- - . "!"'':·:":'':-'" .~~- .- - -
"t, 
. . ;;- ' 
,·.' 
Prom (4.5) we have that each change· in sign of U(z) on c 
coincides with a zero of R( z) o Every tv10 changes in sign 
corresponds to a single sheet of the multiply covered 
strip - 1 ( Re { W} ( 1. 
Tb..e .maximum numb_er o.f- .sheet.a is .t.herefore n +- k C> -1. - -~-. ·:· . ....: ··-:- i'. - - .... -
' 
Hence the number of sheets m ( -- - .. - .. - - - - .. .. ... - - . .. • • - - - - - - - . - . • ... ,• .. : .. .• .... • ! !' ,. • !' . • It ,. • • .. ,. ,. ,. 
. ··- ·- -
~ ' 
n + k - 1 • 
--..-.----... --
"Q .E.D • 
.. ssrr ... f.C.~~c:.~ ,.t._,,.,,,,.v"~"' f.k......- ..... ·~-···· .... ,·u ... ~f·•···'~'K, .... ~, ...... ---
These examples 111·ust·rate the procedur~s in-
.. 
volved in solving extremal problems of the class BR and 
equivalently of those of class B. -Due to the repetitive- · 
ness and lengthy nature of the proofs involved, irom now 
on we shall omit similar arguments. 
SECTION 2. Univalent Functions 
=- . 
We shall say that. a function f ( z) is univalent 
in a region D if~it is analytic, single-valued and one-to-
one. 
Consider the following problem, solved by Landau: 
Let f(z) be regular and bounded in the unit disk such that 
Ir' (0) ""' a , . 0 < a < 1. . Then f(z) yields a univalent · 
mapping of the disk I z I < f .. a(l + \II-a]-l, and in fact, 
the function f(z) with the smallest radius of univalence 
yields a (1,2) mapping of the unit disk onto itself. 
In order to see how this has been generalized. 
we state without proof the following: 






.. ' . 
. 
\ 
·I "1 ( zl) - f ( z2) J ~ ,. fa( z~) .:.. fl( z2) , . 
where, \flCz) 
€
 ~ and '11'(6) = A. 
. . Al so, W .:". 'V ( z) yi~lds _ a (L1m.} conformal ms.p of ~-: ~~~.°.--. ------~·-::: :·:· .. :.-.~ :. : ~:: \ 
- - ...... . ; ____ · · · · · ....... ,. ········· · · · · · · ·th~:r strlp ~T ( R0 {W} <. i whe;re n ~ in '5 n + 2. _ . T.. . . . . . . .. _ .. 
. . . . - ........ ·": -- : '. .. . 
' I ·. 
.. ,.-··•L 
.. 
. ___ ... --- ----- ..... _. ·-. . . . . ----
.___...- ... -- .... 
. · :Witi.I this theorem in mind, we are now able to 
. ., .......... ' .... ' .................... "'/··:--.. 
state and prove the following: 
Theorem 4.3. Let f(z) EB and f'(6): A where 6 
€
 D. 
.,, Let P be th~ largest number such that all functions ~(z) 
with the properties satisfying Theorem 4.2 are univalent 
in I z-E> I< f . Then there exists a function F(z) e B, 
with F'(6) • A which yields a (1,m) map of D onto the 
unit disk such that ~(z) is not univalent in any circle 
I z-6 l<l'' with f' <f'. • 
Proof:,. Let ~(z) = i tan-1 f(z). 1t 
tan-l f(z1 ) t -1 an . f(z2 ) • 
Hence, 
f(z1 ) ... £( z2) • 
Since f(z) £ B, f(z) is single-valued in D so that 
~(z) is therefore a univalent function. 
















~ • ·{fl(z) lra(z) e; B~. and ~f6'(6) 
J Clearly BR = B: • 
l 




·. there exist reaJ.. numbers f 1 > o, cP1 < ~ , 1 < j). such 
:.i :- . : _ - . that fer all '1(z} c: B~ , ~(z) are Uiliva.lent -:f9r · 
•• 
·-- - .- - _... • - - - - - "" - ._. - - - ./" _. .- .., - - - - - ., ., • '* • • • • - - • • W • - - ,_ _. r • ,r I' • ,,. I' , ,,. I ,-· ;,._,,, '.,1 •,,_ .. ,.· ,,,.. -~-. , "' #"' ,.,. , I ,. I 
·;--·-----------: ·------ -,~~o 1<~-. . . . . . . 
. ·· --. ~ ----t~t p = matj pi l~:.:. -T~~~ f ~s-·the ;a~ius of. un~~aieiiCe ----~---· -.- .... -.. -........ .. 
·. ----·- . of ~. Hence ther~-:~~s~s a fun~tion - ~: ( ~) .. e: ~ which 
'' 
' 
· is univalent in f z=6 I ( f but not in I z-61 < e: where e: > f'. 
We now consider two cases for boundary points: 
~a Se I: Let z1 a_nd ~2 be points such that I z1 - o 1 : f 
and f z2 - 0 I = f and for which ~o (z1 ) = {10 (z2), z1 ; z2 • 
Then ·by Theorem 4.~ there exists a .function f(z) e: ~ 
such that 
Hence 
lj,Cz) therefore cannot be univalent in a disk about 6 
with a radiuse; >f. For if it were so, 'V<z1 ) = 'V<z2 ) · 
'f!Ould imply that z1 = z2 which contradicts. the hypothesis. 






I 11< z1) - fa( z2) I 
I z1 - z2 I 
46·.' 
Then 
. . - - - . - .. ·.. . ~ 
where lf'0 (z) ""'lim \Jlk(z) and where for each integer k, 
' k~ y: 
. 'i'k(z) maps D onto strips whose maximum number is n+2. 
- • - --~ - ' I • - • ·- - - --
::: ___ : _- _____ .. _·_ .-:~. -_ -- -.- --_- -_.: _ _ _ : : Since _ the set,_ of all 'f.'t ( z) is compact, the ____ :.:··_-_:: .. · ... -_·:::~ ... -.::: 
. ... .. . --~~ limit .function '1'0 Cz)__ _ y:i.elds a mapping of the same ~YJ)e• 
Now -i;t '2$0 ( z) e: .~ such that ~: ( z3) = o. . · · · · 
Then since f if,;(z3) ~ fiJ' (z3) I , 
',;i• 
Hence 'ft(z) is the required function; therefore,·· since 
~(z) is ·univalent, the statement of the theorem is 
equivalent to the corresponding result for functions be-
longing to~- Hence the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
SECTION 3. Fune ti one of the Class B ,\ 
We now wish to extend the results of Chapte~ III 
to the first derivative of functions belonging to the 
class BA. To do this we state and prove 
Theorem 4.4. Let f(z) £ BA, then 
I f'(O) I ~ F'(6) • 21t ~ (6,6) , 
where u(z0 ) ft.(z0 ) • 1 , 
<, 
I.f Lu(z,6) IO for z £ D, F(z) e BA and the inequality 
I .t' (6) I S F' (6) is Sharp; if Lu(z, 6) • 0 at the points 
.. . . - :~. ·~ : . 
,-·•······· --.. , /--~ •• --.. ' ' I ' - ~--•--• 




z1 , ••• ,zk, then the inequality holds for.the wider class 
of functions f(z) which may have a simple or double pole 
a-t z1 , ••. , zk. For this wider class, the inequality is 
sharp and again, equality holds only if 
Ku(z,o) 
. . . .. . . F( z) . E L~rz~6r • r -- . • . - . - - .. .. . . : ' . . ~: . ~.. . . - .: .- ' . ~ 
Proof: Since .. f( z}-- £ D" ., 
-.·, 
' -'· c- , • 
f(z) therefore must be bounded in D and hence 
exists almost everywhere on c. 




Lu(z,6) - [21t(z - 6)]-l is regular in D. 
Hence. (2lt)-l is the residue of Lu(z,6). 
By Cauchy's theorem, 
1 f(z) 
~rl ~ (z-6)2 dz 
I 





.. ~ ~ . 
41t (z-5) 
1 




f'(6) . • .?f ~ f(z) L2 
u (z,6)dz . (4.7) 
( . 
'· 




• ; J 
since lim SUJ) r f(z) I ~ A(z) • 




---- ' - - . ·-: . ~ . "';'." - -- -· -
"~ I 
. . ". 
~\. 
___ ':" ____ -.... ,.~ --·- -.···· . ..-: .. . ,\ ;·: .. - •·'· .. 
. '.. . . /'· 
• ·- .,..__., _____ .,.._. __ ....... , ""'' • • ,,.. , o. • • •, ·, I I 
2 
... ... . .... · .... ·-~, .. ,.,..~ ....... ~(.z) [Ku.< z, 6)L,1, ( z '· 6) J .:~ ~. : i Lu ( z, fl )dz.-~: __ _ 
. - - - - - - .......... ·- ....... , ... ·-- . 
----· - ....... , .. 
·., 
• 
Substituting into (4.8) we have 
If' (6) I~ ~1t -b A2 (z) I 1u_(z,6) Lu(z,6)~z I 
or If' ( 6) I ~ 21t ~ j Ku ( z, fl) +'u ( z, 6 )dz I . 
In view of (3.13) it then follows that 
lr'(E>) j ~ 21t -b ~(z,fl) ~(z,6)dz . · (4.9) 
r. 
By Cauchy's, theorem, the expression on the right of (4.9) 
is equal to 21t Ku(0,6). But F'(fl) = 21t Ku(6,6) and 
,_J hence 






Z E C • 
1 . 
A~zJ 
If 1u(z,f>) has no zeros in D, we are done. If Lu(z,6) 
\-, 
. .. 
• -, •C '•·.-- - ~- - •r--
l' 
has zeros z1 , • . _ .. ,zk, then everything still follows it 
f(z) has simple or double.poles at these points. There-
fore the equality will now hold at points which will have 
simple poles. 
Q.E.D. 
~ - - - - - .. - -· ·- - ..... -, .. -. ,, ... ·- -·· -- .. .... .. -. "'\ . Theorem 4 •. 4 may be extended by further re-
I ' 
....._ ........... _. -r--., ... • - , 
. _..,.,................ ' . this-_· ey st-ating the" -r·or1·owing··· .. t·w·o corollaries to Theorem 
. 4.4~ 




'" . _; 
' ............................ . 




and let f(6) :S: f(al) = f(a2) •.••• • f(zm) • o, o,al,a2' .. , 
••• ,am e D. Then 
I f'(O) I~ F'(f>) 
z E c, e, e: D 
and F(z) 
• 
goroll~q 4.?. Let g(z) be regular in D apart from m 
simple poles located at th~ points a1 , ••• ,am; let 
g(6) • O, 6 e; D, and let lim sup I g(z) I S 1. Then 
z...c 
I g ' ( f>) I ~ G' ( f>) • 21t Ku ( 6 , 6) , 
.. 
z £ c, 6 e: D , 
".'-
... 
·,_,, __ ., ___ ,,__.,_';'"•·-=- '""'-"···- , .. .,,,-; "'·· '---· • .--.• ,, . ,.,, ' • ,_,, ...... ; .. , •• ,. . •• ·, .•• ---_-.,--~ ... ~,-·-·· - !- - •• -
• i,,, 
I' ·'I ••• 
and G(z) 
• 
If.Lu(z,f>) , 0 in D, then G(z) satisfies the hypothesis 
·0£ the theorem and the inequality is sharp. If LA(z,6) 
__ _ __ ha.a the zer9s zk in_ D, then th.e inequality is shcirp for 
~·• ., 
. ,. . . . . , . •. . ·. . . ~ . .. . . 
-'---······-· 
------- ... - ... ~ ""' -·-·-· ~~~-------------·-.,,-~_ .. ··---the· wiae·±-:·c1ass .. ct ftu"1ctio·n·s· g(.z) ·wh·i-ch--~~- have simple 
. - - ... ---- - -· ,, . . . . . . .... 
. . 
. . :.:. ·- ........... - .. . . .. or double poles-·--a~· the .. ·p-oints zk. G(z) solves the ex-
...--............ ~ -,.r-- . _!:_-' ___ - - • • ' • •• • -
-
- ...... ., \4 .... • ..,,, ...... ~ _..... .- ' ·'. ,• treinal ·problem in this case. 
J./ 
' . 
: ..... ,! 
















- BOUNDED FUNCTIONS IN STARLIKE 
AND CONVEX DOMAINS 
···• ... ,.,, 
,• 
.The theory presented earlier has an analogous 
...... '... . . . ' ... 
development ror functions belonging to the class ·~·· 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- - - - -- - : . ' : - ! ... -::. - - - .. - . - . - - .. 
' .. ... . . . ' .. ··. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . 
' ' 
••-•-" -. , ·• ..., ... • -·•'• •· ,.. ~- ., ~- r -·· _.. • •·• • • 
which is defined for f-sta-rlike and convex domains. A 
. --- -- . ". --·-,··---····· ··-·------·· ........ '/'----· ...... --·-·-· .... _--··.. - ·---·--·-
- ... ·----------·-· . ------- . .... .. .. ---~---· . . --· ... 
.. ·., 
domain Dis starlike relative ~o an interior point z 0 
if every s~raight line segment joining.z 0 with a boundary 
L'f 
point z1 lies entirely in D. An example of a domain 
which is not;starlike is illustrated in F~g. 3. 
Alternatively we may say that a domain Dis starlike with 
respect to a _point z 0 ED if for any z1 g Dall 
z = az 0 + (1 -a)z1 ,_ 0 (a< 1 also_ belong to D • 
Figure 3 
We may now state the following: 
Defin!tion 2.1. The radius of starlikeness r
6
(6) of an 
analytic function f(z) with respect to the point oat 
which f(o) = 0 is the radius of the largest circle about 
6 which is mapped by f(z) onto a univalent domain that is 
starlike with respect to the origin. 
; :_j 
' I - I 
0 • . .;.,,- .· 
.... 
- --"t""··~· .•.. ,, ._,._ .·,, .. ,• . 
I • 
Similarly we ·may say that a domain Dis convex 
if !or any two points z1 ,z2 e D the points of the set M 
also belong to D where 
-· ·, 
52. 
·~· .\ f (' 
.f 
-- .. ,· ..... .- .............. ,.... .... •·:"'.~ :-·- .----· ... - ..... - .. We now define the radius of convexity as follows: 
. - . ,~ .. ' - .• --~. - . - .. ,., . .. 
-··· ···--·· ,,· 
··· ._ ... · · · .ne·finitiori~ f~-2--~ ·_ ----The r-adi-ua· of c-on·\7 .. e·xit·y r ( o) is def'ined -------------L C -:; ... .._....._ -· 
.. 
:,". 
a·s ~t-ne rad.ius of the largest~ circle· about 6 tihich.. is 
mapped by f( z) onto a con.vex .. J.l.Ilivalent domain. 
With these definitions in mind, we may state 
the following: 
Theore~ 5.1. Let 
• l 
--·: 
Bf : { ftf(z) I ~(z) £ Ba , f6(6) .. 0 and 91'(6) • A} 
and let r 8 (0) be the radius of starlikeness of~' with 
respect to 6. Then r (o) is the exact radius of star-
. E3 
. 
likeness of a function W ~ 'V(z) g ~, which yields a 
(1 ,m) mapping of D onto the strip -1 < Re { W} < 1. 
Proof: Consider the quantity 
Ref e16 [~(z1 ) - a f2J(z2 )J} , a>o • 
We then obtain that· for 
. . ..•. ,~ .. , ...... 
~(z) ~ u(z) + i v(z) 
Re { e16 UiJ(z1 ) - a !1(z2)]} = [u(z1 ) - a u(z2)] Cos 8 
,. 
• ,i I, 
" 
• 
.-•,---'--·.CJ_--,.._\,• ···-, _ •. -~-•- c· .• ·., .-·,.·:---~- .•. ~·,,, · "· 
---
'I 
1 { ~g(z,z1 ) c)g(z,z2 ) 
- - ~ ~ u( z) Cos 6 [ = -~ n - - a a n . - ] 





_ where Aj are arbitrary real paramet_e~~·---------·····-········-----·- . ,-- .. , : __ .............. · .......... ·~ ........... -... - -..................... - .. - - - - - ...... - ... - - ....... - - "', .. "' ...... - ....... - ............ - .. - .. - ... - - - . 
. . . . . -
- " 








" .. ....__.... ~-----··-· ·- -· -~- - .. -- .... -· .... 
--Since -A : ~·(6) -
. - -
___ ,.._. _...._ _______ .__ __ 
2 2 
- - J /,, u(z) [-~t~.101 - i ~ g(z,6)] dS ' lt C n ,an 
we may write 
n-1 ~ w. ·. , 2 
+ E ).. . ~ + ol.. o g~~O) + j•l J an a~ n 
- B o{ + 0 8 where 
o<, /J are arbitrary real parameters, A = B + i C, and 
~M(z;z1 ,z2) an 
c)g(z,z1 ) ~g(z,z2 ) 
~n -a an 
- a 
' 
Since I u( z) I ~ 1 we have that 
,, . 
and 
·- ... ,, .::,, 
., 




I .r . 
. \ ~-:- ....... 
' ·~,I'"• . ' ' 
. . . . . . .. · .. , : .-· .... : .. . : . . . 
... ·.-. -·-
. . ' --... ~ (J . . -- . . ' . ·~ . ; - ... '·"'" .. -. ~ .. --
t F -v•~--•'•·•· ,,., ...... ,,, ... ,.-.,"'''' .. • .. 
. - ·-·- ·--· ·- ·-. :,... ·• ..... ~ "'~.::.c.-· ~ .. .. 4 . .. .. - . .. ......... - .... .. .... . .. . .... . ... . ~ ~ T U· • 
. , ..... --- ~' .. 'lo"• .... • • ' • • • • • • • ..... ••• • • • • ...,...--._..,..._ • • • -
-
Abbneviating this expression in the obvious manner we now 
'\) 
have that 
As before, we minimize the right hand side of 
(5.1) assuming that 0( and /)have been so chosen as to 
yield the minimum of the expression. Again defining 
U(z) ~ - L~J z e c, P j Oas before we obtain the necessary 
conditions for the existence of the minimum to be the 
following: 
(5.2) 
1 U(z) =<)a2g(z,O) dS 
-2i' . ~on • B (5.3) 
"" 
1 ' U(z) ~g~z,Ol dS - C - 2i -
' n , 
Eq. (5.2) indicates that the harmonic conjugate V(z) of 
~ .. 
·-. ,----,- --~'"~'":'""'" ..... ~~---·-· -
--~ .. ' ..., __ . ''.' 
, , - , • -, ,, , • - •• - , '. , . ·~-· "·'' _ ·• •'- , _., ·:, • , ., •• '-'.~ ~; _ •• ··-~ •• , ,,- • t ,- ·,·---~·-·',-.,;· }~~-""';,,;,. --~=- • .:-·.'- ·:' ,· .. -·.= __ ,, .... ,,": .. ··.:1.··..; ···'· ' ,, :.-. -: --1_;·:. J ., 1.-,-.,·,,·-·(.,' "':"'of'·'_:_·.-:;~'.(._ .. .,.·"":,:'" .-_;.·,_;_e;;' . ;" . .,.~, ,'.'-~c-c '.:..,'.•.fl , '·· :·..- ,-,.,. : ••• -"· _.._.;; _,, ,, ' , 
-· -
. - . .. 
U(z) is single-valued; therefore "1<z) • U(z) + 1 V(z) · 
l . . 
is single-valued in D. 
clu - ~ u 
. · EqJ. (5.3) and (5.4) indicate. that ax •Band 'aY .. - C ._., . 
at z s: 6. Hence ·by the Cauchy-Riemann equations, 
.,,. ..... , .. 
.•. 
.' ... -· .. - ...... - . . . .. : '.: . . .. •; :; ; 
.. ··•········ ...... _. · .. ·· ···.·;·:·· ....... ···- ' ........... . 
"''(6)' • :a·+ ic a .. 4. 
. Eq·. (5.5) .ind~i.cates that·~-
·· ....• ·,·. .. . . . . . . i 
... ,, ...... '..... ................ -•\' .. _ ..
·a, 
;; ,. ,•- '•':' , ii . 
.. - ·..:., ·-- ... ---: -· 
;;,,,:..., . 
• ·, -~ • • --~·: ~- ..... ~ ,. ' ' • . .: •. ! .. 




We now show that 
< 0 
-
by considering an increment of 8. In the expression \ . 
for P, if we replace 8 bye+ e and call this new ex-
pression p• we have that the following holds: 




. -- ..... ....----.-----:...-.-· ...... :.· .... : ...... -~--.- ~ 
,\ . 
. · 'I 
,, 
' l 
Since 'I p•I dS ~ "IP I dS, the second 
variation is non-negative. 
:n_. 
Therefore 
• ----- .. ..._, ·- ' ... ;; ,•, ... . -~ -- .... , ..... ..::"'.;..;._,.;.. ~;; ·.· _:· .. -~-- -~-~ .. ~-'."'.·~ ..... ~. . .. . - ... 
..,.,... . .....-,...• . . ···- - - -- ~- -· . 
\ 
We ·also have that · 
Hence 
-I !i1Cz1) - a fa(z2) I ~ f czl) - a o/Cz2) 
or equivalently, 
(5.?) 
Now W • o/ (z) maps D onto the strip -l(Re{wj < i m 
times where m ~ n + 2 by Theorem 4.2. 
Let r 8 (5) be the radius of st&rlikeness of B~
9 
with respect to z = 6. 
Then fOr £) 0 there exists a functio~ '\f,0 (z) E ~, and 
points z1 , z2 on I z - 6 I = r 8 ( 6) + £ such that 9'0 ( z1 ) -
a ~o ( z2) = 0 for some a ) O. 
Hence by (5.7), there exists a function o/(z) such that 
.... 
._ .. , .. - •...:.r -·· 
. '": •.''• 
·-. ··:.~ 
...... .• .. · -- · ... · 
·f 
., 
..... 1 , ••• •, 
onto a non-starlike domain. 
Jl . -riA_ - .' 
Now let e · • o. Since ~
is closed and bounded, it is compact. Hence r 8 (o) is th·e 
exact radius of starlikeness. 
.. ,··. i 




... -.~-- .. 
-··· , •• - ----
04 
----·- • • .. • • will be sta·ted without pr_Qo.f •. 
. . ., .... 
. . . ' . 
. . . ... .-.------ ..... ....:..- __ ........ ,. .. . .. . . . . . .......... '"'' ...... _,, ... ,, ................... _ ...... ~- , ... ~-----. ~ ....... . • •A>,' .... .._._.....,..._, 
,.__ .. , ........... , ...... . 
,,,1 .~ 
. , ... .........,._ .. _,. __ . - . . 
Theorem~~ Let-rB~' be defined ai:r above and ret r
0
(6) -- - · ·· ., ... ·. --
be the radius of convexity of~' with respect to z = 6. 
Then rc(b) is the exact radius of convexity of a .function 
W = \jl< z) o.f ~' which yields a ( l ,m) mapping (m i n +' 3) 
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